
 
 

Analysis of the key scene (cinematic representation vs.    

historical accuracy) 

 

Our key scene from the movie “The private life of Henry VIII” is about Henry´s 

wedding night with his fourth wife Anne of Cleves. In the scene it is depicted that 

Henry agreed on a divorce with Anne immediately after the wedding. In reality, 

however, the annulment of their marriage occurred half a year later. Nonetheless, it 

is correct that Henry wanted to replace Anne by the more handsome Catherine 

Howard, which is remarked by Anne of Cleves during the card game. There is no 

evidence for this match though one can be sure that Henry and his wife never had 

intercourse or other intimate contact as it is shown in the movie as well. Further-

more, it can be confirmed that Anne indeed received mansions, payments and 

servants for accepting the annulment. She was even declared the highest woman in 

the state after the King. It is also true that Henry regarded her as his sister and 

since he was filled with gratefulness because of her consent and he had not to     

displease Anne´s brother William in order to prevent   a war with Germany. The 

portrayal of Anne of Cleves is definitely exaggerated although her real appearance 

is not historically proven. However, it is assumed that Anne did not feel attracted 

by the King either and, therefore, she did not hesitate to further a divorce. The 

scene claims that Anne proposed a divorce which is not true because the annul-

ment of the marriage was forced upon her in July 1540. The usage of cinematic de-

vices is rare since the film was published in 1930. Nonetheless, the camera angle 

alters during the conversation between Henry and Anne. There are several       

close-ups on Anne´s face in order to stress her ugliness. This perspective is also 

chosen when Henry loses his temper to point out this crucial element of the King´s 

character. Moreover, the subjects are shot from a high-angle position to point out 

their compliance towards the King. Another means employed is the lighting. It is 

striking that Henry is portrayed darker than his wife. The reason for that             



 
 

assumingly lies within the different character perceptions. While Henry should be 

presented as cruel and incalculable, Anne is rather regarded as honest and innocent. 

All in all, one can say that the chosen key scene mainly contains historically         

accurate elements and characterizes the relationship between Anne and Henry    

adequately although there are untruths in order to accelerate the plot and simplify 

the matter so that is fits better into the storyline.   


